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Who We Are
AG are an award winning, multi-disciplinary practice providing Building 
Surveying and Project + Development Consultancy services across the North 
of England and beyond.

The team has the technical expertise across all aspects of property 
development, refurbishment and new build, a full building surveying service, 
project management and cost viability and appraisal.

We understand the critical blend of social, environmental, and financial 
impacts, and seek to equally enhance and deliver value across all three 
strands.

AG have offices in Manchester , Preston and Sheffield and can flexibly respond 
to the clients needs and meet the challenging scope and timeframe set out.

AG believe that everyone has the right to a suitable home they can build their 
lives around. 

 
 
 

If you want:

+ Risk reduction 

+ Procurement compliance  

+ Great communication 

+ A partnering approach 

+ High quality sustainable homes

+ Assistance with funding 

+ High levels of Tenant care

+ Community engagement 

Let’s talk.
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Our
Services
Our Professional services include:
+ Feasibility Studies / Delivery Option Reports (Using ProVal)

+ Building Surveys

+ Defect Diagnosis 

+ Design and Specification

+ Employers Agent

+ Low Carbon Consultancy

+ Project Management

+ Cost Consultancy

+ Principal Designer

+ Planned Preventative Maintenance

+ Measured Surveys/3D Laser Scanning 

+ Drone Surveys

+ Cladding Consultancy

+ Joint Venture Consultancy

+ Independent Living
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White Lion 
Trafford Housing Trust, Stockport

“We found AG to be very approachable and 
friendly – they are problem solvers, helpful, 
professional and have a great eye for the finer 
details.  We will definitely use AG on other projects, 
and I would have no hesitation in recommending 
them to other clients.” 

- Sean Dooley, Project Manager for Trafford Housing Trust and L & Q Developments

Overview of the 
Project Scope:
Anderton Gables (AG) were appointed 

by Trafford Housing Trust as Employers 

Agent and Principal Designer for a 

project which included the conversion of 

a Grade 2 Listed Building into residential 

property. The former 15th Century White 

Lion Public House is a landmark building 

located in the City Centre of Stockport. 

The Grade 2 Listed Building was in a 

derelict and poor state of repair and 

had been vacant for several years.

This award-winning conversion of the 

building saw the development of eleven 

apartments on the second and third 

floor, along with one apartment being 
created on the ground floor with space 
for commercial use. AG demonstrated 

their strong management of client 

relationships, working alongside the 

Local Conservation Officer for Stockport 
Council and Trafford Housing Trust.

AG ensured that all work sympathetically 

protected the heritage assets and 

managed client and other stakeholder 

expectations when issues arose. Issues 

included extensive dry rot and budget 

pressures in retaining original features 

and complying with building regulations

Case Studies

Conversion of a 
Grade 2 Listed 
Building into a 

residential property

Project Cost

£2.4m
Award Winning 
Conversion of 
the building

Development of 
11 apartments 
and 1 ground 

floor space for 
commercial use
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Delamere, Cheshire, UK
Trafford Housing Trust and L&Q Developments LLP
 
“We are completely satisfied with AG’s 
performance. They made what could have been 
difficult projects complete smoothly, within time 
and budget, exceeding our expectations.”
- Sean Dooley, Project Manager for Trafford Housing Trust and L & Q Developments

Overview of the 
Project Scope:
Anderton Gables (AG) were appointed 

by Trafford Housing Trust and L&Q 

Developments LLP to act as Lead 

Consultant, combining the roles of 

Employer’s Agent, Cost Consultant and 

Principal Designer for the redevelopment 

of a disused brownfield site at Station 
Road, Delamere.

The scheme is phased, with 1-3 

completed,  and is built on the former 

Marley Tile manufacturing site, creating 

166 traditionally built dwellings of two, 

three, four and five-bedroom houses 

together with external areas.

Initial engagement on the development 

was at Director, Lead Consultant level 

to provide specific technical knowledge 
and support for the registered provider 

during their appraisal process, and lead 

negotiations with the contractor in a 

package deal arrangement.

Due to the complexity, timing and nature 

of the scheme, AG provided additional 

resources to the team in the form of a 

Housing Director, a Chartered Surveyor 

as Lead and a Surveyor to back up 

the team, ensuring all activities were 

completed to programme.

Project success is demonstrated by 

the awards received including, Best 

Change of an Existing Building, LABC 

Award and the prestigious Construction 

and Regeneration Award for North West 

Regional Construction.

Project Cost

£30m
Redevelopment 

of a disused 
brownfield site

Creation of 
166 New Build 

dwellings

Tenure Mix
15% Affordable Rent, 

15% Shared Ownership, 
70% Open Market Sale
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Maudland House 
Community Gateway Association , Preston, UK

“Anderton Gables have always been a reliable, 
approachable and helpful Consultant on a number of 
projects for us. I would happily recommend them.”
- Stephen Galbraith, Project Manager for Community Gateway

Overview of the 
Project Scope:
Anderton Gables (AG) were employed 

by Community Gateway Association as 

Lead Consultant, Contract Administrator 

and Building Surveyor for a project that 

comprised of converting sheltered 

accommodation into 26 self-contained 

units, communal lounge, teaching 

kitchen, laundry and support staff 

working space, totalling approximately 

2000 m².  The works also included 

a full strip out, significant structural 
alterations, adaptations and full 

refurbishment internally and externally 

taking nine months to complete and 

costing £2.2 million pounds. 

There was no pre-contract phase, AG 

allocated resources quickly, taking 

a flexible approach and adapted 
successfully to the unique nature of the 

project, whilst working in collaboration 

with all parties and maintaining CDM 

2015 compliance.      

The client required works progressing 

on site before the Architect’s design 

had been finalised. As part of AGs role, 
they managed the design piecemeal to 

enable the contractor to price the works. 

One major risk that AG overcame during 

AG’s brief went above and beyond the 

original role, adding value to Trafford 

Housing Trust, supporting them in their 

overall development appraisal process.  

Throughout, AG worked closely with 

all stakeholders, working with sales, 

aftercare, and residents through the 

implementation of a soft-landings 

handover and snagging approach.

Conversion 
of sheltered 

accommodation 
into 26 self-

contained units

Project Cost

£2.2m
One major risk that AG overcame 
during the project was starting 

works whilst residents occupied 
the buildings. This was managed 

successfully using sectional completion. 
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Golden Lane Housing

“...They have gone over and above to support 
on some of our projects and have built up good 
knowledge around our properties where we house 
people with very complex needs that translate into 
a property specification that can be challenging.”
- Emily Collinson, Development Manager at Golden Lane Housing

Overview of the 
Project Scope:
Anderton Gables (AG) were appointed 

by Golden Lane Housing to deliver a 

portfolio of properties, adapted and 

refurbished for adults with differing 

complex needs.

AG’s Supported Living Team experts 

comprised of a team of Chartered 

Building Surveyors, Building Surveyors, 

Cost Consultants and a Principal 

Designer, appointed for a single fee.

Tiverton Road had a three month 

programme and cost of £80K, for the 

conversion of the ground floor utility / 
store to provide four double bedrooms, 

communal lounge, kitchen, dining 

space and support accommodation.

Gorway Gardens had a project value of 

£110K with a five month programme.

This involved the conversion of a 

four-bedroom detached house and 

conversion of the integral double 

garage to provide four en-suite 

double bedrooms, communal lounges, 

kitchen, dining space and support staff 

accommodation.

Lyons Hall Road, Essex cost £95K, with a 

four month programme and converted 

the project was starting works whilst 

residents occupied the buildings.  This 

was managed successfully by phasing 

the site into different areas and using 

sectional completion. 

AG made decanting arrangements, 

where necessary, providing social value 

by organising a social activity day trip 

for residents to vacate the site when 

critical works were required to services.

Independent 
Living

Conversion of homes 
for residents with 
complex needs
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Cabbage 
Sovini Developments Ltd 
Netherton, Liverpool

 ‘This is my first time working with Anderton Gables 
which has been a positive experience from start 
to completion of the scheme. Su is an extremely 
experienced EA and managed the entire process 
in a very professional way, nothing was too much 
trouble. I would be more than happy to work with 
AG in the future’ - Karen Lee, Project Manager at Sovini

Overview of the 
Project Scope:
Anderton Gables (AG) were appointed 

by Sovini Developments Ltd as 

Employers Agent and Principal Designer 

for a project of 30 new, two-bedroom 

apartments. The design was created to 

be sympathetic to the local environment 

with featured external lighting to help 

reduce crime. The scheme also included 

ground floor flats with wheelchair 

access, together with individual and 

secure gardens and parking,

At the initial design stages, there were 

issues with planning, regarding the 

material colours selected for the bricks 

and the overall height of the building.  

Working collectively with the design 

team, AG ensured that they could 

obtain viable planning permission and 

meet the client aspirations and brief, by 

meeting with the plying authority and 

gaining agreement early in the process.  

an existing three bedroom bungalow for 

the provision of a modern home for an 

incoming resident with complex needs. 

The project comprised of full strip out, 

significant structural alterations and 

adaptations and full refurbishment 

internally and externally. The building 

reflected the safeguarding issues of the 
resident and included the latest ant-

ligature fixture and fitting designs.

Project Cost

£3.5m
Development 

of 30 new build, 
2-bedroom 
apartments

The design was 
created to be 

sympathetic to the 
local environment

The ground floor 
flat comprised of 

individual and secure 
gardens and parking
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Residential
Development
 
Our housing and residential team comprises of specialist staff who are sector 
specialists in both private and public housing.

They have successfully worked together on a wide range of commissions and they are 

used to working with development in successful projects. Recent new build housing 

clients include:

+ Progress Housing

+ Lancaster City Council

+ One Vision Housing

+ Stockport Homes

+  Community Gateway 
Association

+ Torus

+ Weaver Vale

+ Hive Homes

+ Anchor Hanover 

+ Trafford Housing Trust

+ Places for People

+ Choice Support

+ Arcon

+ Futures Housing

+ Golden Lane Housing

+  Wythenshawe Community 

Housing

+ First Choice Homes

With project values ranging from 

£1.5m up to £35m+ using traditional 

and modern methods of construction. 

Tenure types include affordable, shared 

ownership and open market sales, 

and include extra-care and specialist 

housing for vulnerable residents.

Our Team have extensive experience 

in managing a range of internal and 

external stakeholders who can exert 

influence throughout a commission.

Our approach is to work with each client 

to identify and understand the levels 

of stakeholder interest, and influence 
and establish a structure and process 

whereby all parties are involved at the 

appropriate time, and to the appropriate 

level.
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Joint Venture 
Consultancy 

Why a Joint Venture?

+  Access to increased opportunities – increase scale of schemes and 
number of houses delivered

+  Sharing of costs

+  Sharing of risks

+  Sharing of skills – learning from your JV partner

+  Building relationships

+  Construction / scheme appraisal viability advice

+  Sales / valuation advice

+  Financial and taxation advice

+  Legal contract advice

AG’s Joint Venture Consultancy 
facilitates collaboration and promotes 
development partnerships, specifically 
focused towards Registered Providers 
(RP’s) and Local Authorities (LA’s).

As a leading Housing Development 
Advisor and Employers Agent, AG are 
well placed to assess viability, reduce 
risk and improve gross development 
value of housing schemes.

Our network of RP’s, developers and 
contractors across the North, coupled 

with thousands of units either on site or 
at appraisal stage, means we know the 
market and the crucial numbers and 
have the expertise and experience to 
deliver.

We can advise on viability, open market 
sales approaches, procurement routes 
and hand hold along the path to ensure 
a comfortable and profitable Joint 
Venture.
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Our services include:
+  Cladding inspections and reports focussing on condition and fire safety
+   Cladding inspections and reports to confirm cladding system materials and 

construction

+   Pre-acquisition and Technical Due Diligence Reports on buildings with 
cladding

+   General façade advice for new build or refurbishment projects

+   Performance specification writing for new and replacement cladding 
systems

+   Project Management and Employers Agent role for new or replacement of 
cladding systems

+  Cost Consultancy and Contract Administration service for new and 
replacement cladding contracts

+  Undertaking Building Safety Fund Applications when applicable

Modern Methods of 
Construction
AG’s expert team of housing professionals are fully aware of the needs emerging in 

today’s construction industry around the reduction in time and cost and the Modern 

Methods of Construction (MMC) created to support this. 

Cladding 
Consultancy 
Our dedicated cladding consultancy team work on every aspect 
of the building façade. We can provide advice on both new and 
existing buildings and have extensive experience in all types of 
cladding methods and materials, both traditional or modern.

Our team use their wealth of knowledge to inform decisions 
regarding the condition, construction, suitability and specification 
for most types of cladding and curtain walling systems.
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Low Carbon 
The UK is legally bound to reduce its carbon emissions by 80% by 2050, with analysts 

suggesting that most of this will come from a complete decarbonisation of our 

housing stock. This low carbon future means challenges for housing providers.

AG’s Energy Efficiency experts develop practical solutions to these challenges by;

1. Minimise Energy Demand – use passive measures such as insulation, improved 

glazing and reduced air permeability to reduce consumption to a minimum.

2. Use Energy Efficiently – use efficient systems to deliver the required loads and 
lighting levels to reduce consumption to a minimum.

3. Supply Energy from Renewable Sources – substitute non carbon energy for carbon 

forms, i.e. reduce utility consumption, by using photo-voltaic, solar thermal, wind 

generators, biomass etc.

We aim to ensure that the ecological, environmental and community impact of the 

built environment is integrated into the design development process.

Early consideration ensures value for money, heightens the impact of the available 

budget and ensures carbon consumption is minimised.

With the unprecedented requirement to deliver new homes, the use of modern methods 

of construction (MMC) is being encouraged as a method to create efficiencies, improve 
quality, reduce waste and to lessen labor input in addressing the housing shortage.

(MMC) is being steered by regulation which is providing greater emphasis on improving 

the way that buildings are procured, supplied, constructed and maintained. Materials, 

components and systems are evolving within the Industry to provide greater energy 

efficient buildings.

Currently Homes England have set a target for their strategic partners under their 

Affordable Homes Programme to provide 25% of homes built using MMC.

By combining computer-controlled off-site manufacturing techniques and softwares 

with planning, design, developing technology and innovative materials, MMC can be 

a large scale solution for every tenure, social housing, home ownership, build to rent 

and market sale.
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Independent 
Living 
Consultancy
Our Independent Living Team helps 

supported housing providers who want 

to source and provide homes for those 

with complex needs. Our Independent 

Living Team are here for you, with 

extensive experience in all aspects of 

independent living.

AG firmly believe that everyone has the 
right to a safe and suitable home they 

can build their lives around, however, 

this isn’t the reality for many. AG work 

hand-in-hand with specialist housing 

providers to ensure everyone is given 

the support needed to achieve this goal.
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What is 
Independent 
Living?
Everyone you speak to has their own views on what Independent Living is. AG 
believe that Independent Living is simply allowing everyone to live independently 
– with varying levels of support available, should support be required. Types of 
Independent Living that AG have extensive experience in are as follows:

Supported Living
Providing homes and independent 
living with support for adults with 
learning and/or physical disabilities 
and/or sensory problems. Including 
adults who have spent time in hospital 
rehab due to brain injury and adults 
and young people with a disability who 
have spent time in residential care 
and are moving towards independent 
living or transitioning to adulthood. It 
usually includes provision of support 
staff accommodation to ensure 24-
hour support.

Retirement Housing
Self-contained houses and apartments 
for those of retirement age who want 
to live independently but have support 
available if needed. Usually including 
a scheme manager with support staff, 
24hr emergency help, communal 
areas and social activities for residents.

Extra Care / Assisted 
Living
Similar to retirement housing with the 
added benefit of extra support (usually 
24hrs) if needed. Unlike retirement 

housing, Extra Care/Assisted Living 
housing is regulated by the Care Quality 
Commission (CQC). They inspect the 
facilities and provide ratings.

Residential Care Homes
Provides ‘home-style’, live-in 
accommodation, with 24 hour 
supervised staffing for elderly residents 
who may need extra help and support 
with their personal care. For example, 
help with things such as washing, 
dressing, hygiene, medication, 
communication, feeding, mobility and 
essential laundry needs. Residential 
care homes provide dining facilities, 
and often include social programmes 
and activities for their residents.

Emergency 
Accommodation
Provides short term quality 
accommodation for those with 
emergency needs such as 
homelessness, and refuges for those 
seeking protection, providing a safe 
and compassionate environment 
where lives can be rebuilt.
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Project 
Management 
We offer a full Project Management Service or provide a more bespoke service 
designed specifically to meet the needs of the individual Client.

We understand that no two buildings are the same and we believe in delivering 
bespoke solutions for our Clients. As Building Surveyors, our key competitive 
advantage lies in the fact that we can deliver projects from start to finish.

Our Project Management Services typically include:

+  Initial Feasibility Studies

+  Project Planning + Scheduling

+  Preparation + Administration of Contracts

+  Management of the Procurement + Tendering Process

+  Valuations for Interim Payments

+  Regular Onsite Inspections

+  Regular Financial Audits to ensure Budgetary Control

+  Management of Contract Variations + Legal Issues

+    Snagging Assessments Preparation of the Final Account + Final 
Project Inspection prior to Handover
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Project 

Why AG?
+  We are the leading Northern Independent building consultancy with capabilities to 

work nationwide

+  We are recognised as housing experts with many of our staff having worked in 
housing for several years

+ We are proactive

+ We go the extra mile

+  We have in-house Quantity Surveyors, 3D Laser Scanners and Structural Engineers

+ We report regularly on progress

+ We reduce risk with our commercial backgrounds

+ We are big on client care

+  We understand that the tenant/end user is important in the process

Our team of housing experts are highly experienced and have expertise within both 

the public and private housing sectors.  The housing team at AG has significant 
previous experience and a successful track record of delivering projects on time 
and within budget.

They have successfully worked on a wide range of commissions and are use to working 

with development in successful projects with project values ranging from £250k up to 

£35m+, using Traditional and Modern Methods of Construction. Tenure types include 

affordable, shared ownership and open market sales, HMO’s and include extra care 

and specialist housing for vulnerable residents. 

Tom Hargreaves

BSc (Hons) MRICS

Head of Projects

07850479488

t.hargreaves@andertongables.co.uk

Stuart Carter

BSc (Hons) MRICS

Head of Residential

07919321438

s.carter@andertongables.co.uk

Contact

Michael Boyle 

BSc (Hons) MRICS IMaPS TIFSM

Head of Independent Living

07864 365192

m.boyle@andertongables.co.uk

Paul Westhead

Head of Development / Joint Venture

07834 816121

p.westhead@andertongables.co.uk
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Using traditional and digital surveying techniques we can record 

progression on a site development at regular intervals to allow either 

a visual overview or to quantify the progression and compare to the 

expected position at any given time.

TruMetric is AG’ sister business looking beyond 

traditional survey & measurement techniques 

TruMetric offers our clients the benefits that using 

the latest technology can offer.

→ Services typically include

→ Measured Building Surveys

→ 3D Laser Scanning

→ Topographic Surveys

→ Drone Surveys

→ Lease, Title & Boundary Plans

→ Area Referencing

→ Construction Verification Surveys

→ Progress Monitoring Surveys

→ Heritage Surveys

→ 360 virtual tours
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Trumetric and our Drone Pilots are 

all competent to operate and are 

registered and approved by the 

CAA to carry out drone operations 

throughout the UK.

Where high level of detail isn’t 

necessary, a repeated drone survey 

can rapidly, and still with reasonable 

accuracy, record the state of a large 

site area and can be compared 

over time to monitor development 

progression.

A drone allows us in a relatively 

short time period to rapidly capture 

large areas of data in inaccessible or 

hard to reach locations, combining 

high resolution photographs with 

GPS location information to provide 

you with a reliable and accurate 

package of information.

The use of the drone is a far faster 

and safer means for inspecting high 

level area or areas where it may 

not be safe to walk and removes 

the need for any high-level access 

equipment which can be costly, 

slow to operate, and has a limited 

operational reach.

Looking for a high flyer with all the 

latest technological advances? Our 

drone surveys may be the answer.

Drone images and videos can 

assist and compliment a number 

of traditional services such as:

→ Roof Inspections

→ Gutter Conditions

→ External Structural Inspections

→ Defect Diagnosis

→ Measured surveys

→ Progress monitoring

Our drone survey services can 

be combined with our measured 

Building Surveys and 3D Laser 

Scanning to provide a holistic 

and accurate representation of a 

building.

Manchester

91 Princess Street,

Manchester

M1 4HT

0161 533 0915

Preston

1 – 2 Cross Street,

Preston, Lancashire

PR1 3LT

01772 846002

trumetric.co.uk

Leeds

2 Infirmary Street

Leeds

LS1 2JP

0113 479 0403
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Lancashire
T  01772 562800
E  preston@andertongables.co.uk

Manchester
T  0161 696 3119
E  manchester@andertongables.co.uk

Yorkshire
T  0114 478 5833
E  sheffield@andertongables.co.uk

www.andertongables.co.uk

     /company/anderton-gables

     /AndertonGables


